Literacy of Northern New York
Sept. 2018 Newsletter
If you know someone who wants to become a volunteer tutor, please pass along the flyer for
our fall training.
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Lowville Cream Cheese Festival,
Saturday, September 15
We have several great raffle baskets in the
office for early ticket purchase. These baskets
will be featured at our table at the Cream
Cheese Festival. The drawing will be at 6 p.m.
Sept. 15 at the festival. Board Member Sally
Brennan has been collecting many gift
certificates and donations for the Lewis
County mega basket. We have a children’s toy
basket, a children’s book basket and a tree
with numerous lottery tickets. Other items
include a golf basket that features two, 18-hole
golf games at the Adams Country Club and
two YETI cups donated by O.D. Greene.
Watertown Savings Bank donated golf balls, a
hat, golf tees, and several other items. Our
pamper me basket features Mary Kay items
donated by Brittany Clark, a $10 gift
certificate to M&M Ice Cream Shop in Adams,
candles, and other items donated by
Watertown Savings Bank.

Visiting the Paddock Mansion at the Jefferson County Historical Society ~ A
Journey in Cultural Differences
Deborah and her ESL class visited the Paddock Mansion for a
field trip on August 30. The students were fascinated by the
differences in how people lived during the last two centuries
compared to their countries. Most of the students come from
tropical climates and were surprised at how people kept
warm. Parlor stoves were new to them. The authentic
woodwork and paneling likewise captured their interest. It
was a fun lesson in history and culture.

ESL Students Miguel and Marisol beside
the parlor stoves.
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Marisol and Miguel relaxing in the Victorian garden

Miguel and Marisol in the log cabin

United Way Site Visit
On August 23, four members of United Way of Northern New York’s Grant Review
Committee visited us. We owe a big thank you to Miguel and Kazumi, two of our students who
spoke about what they have learned at LNNY. We also had several tutors speak about the
accomplishments of their students. Thank you to tutors Gerald Koepsell, Julie Reed-Keegan, Jan
Turcotte, and Marilyn Wekar. You all did a terrific job! We even put Marilyn’s grandson, Seth, to
work. He spent a day at WWNY TV News last year after Marilyn purchased the educational
experience at our auction last year. Seth watched Patrick Malowski do an interview, met the
newsroom staff, and had a chance to record his own “news segment.” Director M. Cecilia Brock
showed the group a PowerPoint presentation featuring student success stories.

Submitting Hours and Notes
We appreciate how most of our tutors promptly submit their monthly tutoring hours.
We prefer people to go to LNNY’s website and submit hours there. In the notes section, it
would be useful for us if tutors wrote a brief description of what topics they are working on
with students since we keep track of what goals students accomplish. If you are working on
math, tell us what kind of math you are working on such as addition of fractions and probability
word problems. What is your student struggling with? If you have a reading student, what is
your student reading? Are you working on filling out job applications? Helping a student with
housing forms? Did you go on a field trip to the Work Place, the farmer’s market, to a festival?
We’d love to hear about it! And as always, if your student has a new phone number, moves, or
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obtained a job, please let us know the details. We have new requirements to survey every
student two quarters after they exit the program to see if they are working. It’s difficult to do
that if we don’t have current contact information.

Words Students Often Mix Up When Writing
Many adult learners mix up words that sound the same but are spelled differently
(homophones), as well as words that sound similar such as our and are, then and than. If you
have a student who mixes up there, their, and they’re, or too, to, and two, etc., we have
worksheets in the office to help you review these words with students so they learn how to use
them properly. We’d be delighted to share our grammar worksheets with you!
The best way to helping students correct writing usage errors, is repeated practice.
Reviewing these words once doesn’t do the trick. It needs to be done over and over again, over
a period of time.

Than/Then

Than – This word is used to compare two items. Example: Jen’s dog is bigger than
Henry’s dog.
Then – This word is often used when referring to time or a sequence. Example: First I
have to go to the bank and then I have to go to the grocery store. Then can also be used as an
adverb meaning, in that case, in addition, or in the next moment.
Cecilia’s tips: If you are not comparing things, use THEN!
When explaining the difference between these two words, try to exaggerate the correct
enunciation so your student clearly hears the difference between the two words.

To, Too and Two
Two – refers to the number 2.
Too – This word is used to mean more than enough, extremely, or excessively.
Example: Henry ate too much at dinner and now he feels ill.
Too – This word can be used instead of the word also. For example: I want to go too!
To – Use to in all other cases! For instance, as a preposition in front of a noun or
pronoun. Example: The children are going back to school on Tuesday.
To – This word is also used in front of a verb. Example: Mary has to go soon. Matt likes
to read. Chris likes to ride his bike on Saturday mornings.
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Cecilia’s tips: Most students know the number word two. To is used much more often
than too. So when in doubt between too and to, choose to. A sentence can end with the word
too, but not with the word to.

Our/Are
Our – Is used to show ownership or possession! Example: This is our house.
Are – is a verb, used to indicate present tense. Example: We are going to the zoo!

Which/Witch
Which – This is a question word. Example: Which way did she go?
Witch – A person who practices magic and rides on a broomstick!
Cecilia’s tip: Think of the letter T in the word witch as the broomstick (with a handlebar like
on a bike) that the witch rides on. It’s a visual image that works for some students to help
them distinguish these two words.

Break/Brake
Break – to smash something. Example: Don’t break my favorite dish!
Brake – to stop or the part of the car that makes it stop. Example: Sue’s car brakes are noisy.

There/Their/They’re
There – It is a place or location. Example: Go over there and be quiet!
Their – Shows ownership. Example: Their house is lovely.
They’re – They are. If you can’t substitute the words they are in the sentence and have it make
sense, they don’t use they’re. Example: They’re coming over for dinner on Sunday.
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